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QUESTION 1

Which answer best describes the benefit of using screen flows? 

A. Screen flows help a single user complete complex tasks by presenting multiple screens in a logical sequence. 

B. Screen flows help you organize separate tasks into steps so you can control how, when, and by whom work is
performed for each step. 

C. Screen flows provide a way to add an assignment to a process that is preconfigured with one or more actions a user
can take. 

D. Screen flows provide an easy way to add a step to a process that is preconfigured with functionality, such as sending
an email or creating a case. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

 

QUESTION 2

Which three statements are true about Obj- methods? (Choose three.) 

A. Obj-Browse allows you to return a page list of data on the clipboard. 

B. Obj-Delete-By-Handle requires a page on the clipboard to delete an instance. 

C. Obj-Refresh-and-Lock can acquire the lock and refresh a page if stale. 

D. Obj-Save always performs an immediate write to the database to ensure data integrity. 

E. Obj-Open loads an instance of a class from a database onto the clipboard. 

Correct Answer: ACE  

 

QUESTION 3

An application contains the following rulesets. 

AccountManagement contains the rules for administering checking and savings accounts. 

AccountManagementInt contains supporting rules for integrating with other applications. 

BankCorp contains rules shared across the entire organization. 

BankCorpInt contains supporting rules for integrations shared with other internal applications. 

CreditCheck contains rules for processing a credit check and is shared with another Pega application to 

administer loans. 
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Which two rulesets can be configured to use application validation, according to best practices? (Choose 

Two) 

A. BankCorpInt 

B. AccountManagement 

C. AccountManagementInt 

D. BankCorp 

E. CreditCheck 

Correct Answer: BC 

 

 

QUESTION 4

Which three configuration options improve the user\\'s ability to select and operate controls? (Choose Three) 

A. Use links instead of a menu for navigation. 

B. Place controls in a Fixed layout to avoid screen wrapping 

C. Use standard Pega controls rather than custom controls. 

D. Size clickable items no smaller than 44 X 44 pixels 

E. Configure the display of a Date Time field to use a native control. 

Correct Answer: CDE 

 

 

QUESTION 5

A duplicate case search contains two weighted conditions in which a property value in the current case is compared to
the same property value in the existing case. After processing multiple cases that have two matching data values,
duplicate case search does not identify any duplicates. 

What two approaches do you take to diagnose the cause? (Choose two.) 

A. Verify that there are no more than 4 maximum weighted conditions being tested. 

B. Verify that the total weights of the matching conditions match or exceed the threshold. 

C. Verify that each of the basic conditions are satisfied. 

D. Verify that the case type is instantiated as a temporary case so the case can be cancelled. 

Correct Answer: BC 
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